A Moment In Time: Learning from the Past for Our Future
our Peace and Conflict theme, children will investigate some of the struggles people have faced. Children will learn about how
people overcame these conflicts and the impact this has had on us today. In this unit Making Relationships will be the main driver for Pre School, but there will strong links to Exploring Media and Material , Being Imaginative and Technology. Themes of Citizenship, Diversity and British Values will underpin each year group.

Pre School—Turn Back Time
Throughout this focus children will exploring and developing their understanding of friendship, making relationships and demonstrating friendly behavior.
They will begin to develop an understanding of their own feelings and those of other people. Through this they will also begin to develop an understanding of how their actions can affect other people.
Through Understanding the World children will begin to think and talk about what makes them unique and talk about the similarities and differences
in relation to friends and family.

Understanding the World

Knows that some things make us
unique and can talk about the similarities and differences in relation
to friends and family.
PD

Theme Impact

Shows an understanding we can
work with our friends to play different games.

Children will gain an understanding of the need to be friendly and develop relationships with other children and adults, and how their actions can
have an impact on other people.

Cooking

Catholic Social Teaching

Pancakes

That God created us all differently and that he created us different to our friends.
What would God say makes a good friend?

Application
Children to gain an understanding of how to be friendly and how they can make friendships, through talking about and demonstrating what makes a
good friend, and putting what we have talked about into practice.

Enrichment
Creating a friendship ‘stop’ within the Pre School playground..

Class Reader

